"Semantic gap" is an open challenging problem in content-based image retrieval. It renects the discrepancy between low-level imagery feature? used by the retrieval algorithm and high-level concepts required by system users. This paper introduces a novel image retrieval scheme, CLUster-based rEtrieval of images by unsupervised learning (CLUE), to tackle the semantic gap problem. CLUE is built on a hypothesis that images olthe saine semantics rend to be clustered. It attempts to narrow the semantic gap by retrieving image clusters based on not only the feature similarity of images to the query, hut also how images are similar to each other. CLUE has been tested using examples from a database of about GO, 000 general-purpose images. Empirical results demonstmte the effectiveness of CLUE.
INTRODUCTION
Developing an image searching and browsing algorithm, which can generate semantically accurate results, is an extremely diffcult problem. However, with a single glance, human beings can tell the semantic similarity or difference between two images. This is probably because prior knowledge of similar images and objects may provide powerful assistance for humans in recognition. Can a computer program learn such knowledge or semantic concepts about images? In this paper, we attempt to address this question fiom the perspective of unsupervised learning.
Previous Work
In the past decade, many genera-purpose image retrieval systems have been developed [ 141. Examples include IBM QBIC System [SI, MIT A typical CBlR system views the quety image and images in the database (target images) as a collection of features, and ranks the relevance between the query image and any target images in proportion to feature similarities. However, the meaning of an image is rarely self-evident. Images with high'feature similarities to . the quety may be very different from the query in terms of the interpretation made by a user (user semantics or, in short. seniontics). This is referred to as thesemanticgap, which reoects the discrepancy between the relatively limited descriptive power of low level iuiagety features and the richness of user semantics.
Depending on the degree of user involvement in the retrieval process, two classes of approaches have been proposed to reduce the semantic gap: relevance feedback [4, 121 and image database preprocessing using statistical classifcation [I. 8, 16, 171. Relevance feedback is effective for certain applications. Nonetheless such a system may add burden to a user especially when more i n f o m d o n is required than just Boolean feedback (relevant or non-relevant). Statistical classifcation methods group images into semantically meaningful categories using low-level visual features so that seinantically adaptive searching methods applicable to each categoly can be applied. Although these classifcation methods are successful in their specifc domains of application, the simple ontology built upon them could not incorporate rich semantics of a siwble image database. Figure I shows a query image and the top 29 target images returned by a CBlR system described in [3] where the query image is an the upper-left corner. From left to riglit and tap to bottom, the target images are ranked according to decreasing values ofsimilarity measure. In essence, this can he viewed as one-dimensional visualization of image database in the "neighborhood ofthe query image using a similarity measure. lfthe query image and majority of the images in the "vicinity" have the same user semantics, then we would expect good results. But target images with high feature similarities to the query image may be semantically quite different from the query image due to semantic gap. For the example in Figure 1 . the target images belong to several semantic classes where the dominant ones include horses (11 out of 29), Oowers (7 out of 29), golfplayer (4 out of 29), and vehicle (2 out of29).
Motivation
However the majority of top matches in Figure I belong to a quite small number of distinct semantic classes, which suggests a hypothesis that, in the "vicinity" ofthe query image, images tend to be semantically clustered in some feature space. Therefore, a retrieval method, which is capable of capturing this stmctural relationship, will be able to render seinantically more meaninglid results to the user than merely a list of images sorted by a similarity measure. This motivates us to tackle the semantic gap problem from the perspective of unsupervised learning. In this paper, we propose an algorithm, CLUster-based rEtrieval of images by unsupelvised learning (CLUE), to retrieve image clusters instead of a set of ordered images: the query image and neighboring target images, which are selected according to a similarity measure, are clustered by an unsnpewised leaming method and retumed to the user. CLUE has the following characteristics:
It is a novel image retrieval scheme that attempts to reduce the semantic gap by providing image clusters, instead of a set of ordered images. The image clusters are obtained from an unsupervised learning process based on not only the feature similarity of images to the query, but also how images are similar to each other. In this sense, CLUE aims to capture the underlying concepts about how images of the same semantics are alike and present to the users semantic relevant dues as to where to navigate.
It is a similarity-driven approach that can be v i m l l y built upon any symmetric real-valued image similarity measure (metric or non-metric). Consequently, our approach could be combined with many other image retrieval schemes including the relevance feedback approach with dynamically updated models of similarity measure. Moreover it may also be used as a part of the interface for keywordbased image search engine.
It provides a local visualiation of the image database nsing a clustering technique. Because only images similar (close) to the query image in terms of a similarity measure are considered, the assumption of the simple semantically clustered structure may be reasonable. n i s is different to current image database statistical classifcation methods that try to represent the complex ontology of the whole image database using a simple structure.
RETRIEVAL OF IMAGE CLUSTERS
For the purpose of simplifying the explanations, we call a CBIR system using CLUE a Content-Based Image Clusters Retrieval (CBICR) system. From a data-now viewpoint, a general CBICR system can he characterized by a diagram in Figure 2 image similarity measure, the resemblance between the query image and target images are evaluated and sorted. Next, a collection of target images that are '%lose" to the query image are selected as the neighborhood of the query image. A clustering algorithm is then applied to these target images. Finally, the system displays the image clusters and adjusts the model of similarity measure according to user feedbacks (if relevance feedback is included).
The major difference between CBICR and CBIR systems lies in the two processing stages, selecting neighboring target images and image clustering. A typical CBIR system bypasses these two stages and directly outputs the sorted results to the display and feedback stage. Figure 2 suggests that CLUE can be designed independent of the rest algorithmic components of the system because the only information needed by CLUE is the sorted similarities. This implies that CLUE may be embedded in a typical CBIR system regardless of the imagery features being used, the sorting method, and whether there is feedback or not.
To mathematically defne the neighborhood of a point, we need to Erst choose a measure of distance. As to images, the distance can be defned by either a similarity measure (a larger value indicates a smaller distance) or a dissimilarity measure (a smaller value indicates a smaller distance). Because simple algebraic operations can convert a similarity measure into a dissimilarity measure, without loss of generality, we assume that the distance between two images is determined by a symmetric dissimilarity mea- Data representation is typically the frst step to solve any clustering problem. In the feld of computer vision, two types of representations are widely used. One is called the geontefric representation, in which data items are mapped to some real nonned vector space. The other is the graph representarion. It emphasizes the painvise relationship, but is usually short of geometric interpretation. When working with images, the geometric represenration has a major limitation: it requires that the images he mapped to points in some real normed vector space. Overall, this is a very restrictive constraint. For example, in region-based algorithms [3, 7, 171, an image is oAeii viewed as a collection of regions. The number of regions may vary among images. Although regions can be mapped to certain real normed vector space, it is in general impossible to do so for images unless the distance between images is metric. in which case embedding becomes feasible. Nevertheless, many distances for images are non-metric.
Therefore, this paper adopts a graph representation of images. A set of n images is represented by a weighted undirected graph Under a graph representation, clustering can be naturally formulated as a graph partitioning problem. Among many graphtheoretic algorithms, this paper uses the normalized cut @cut) algorithm [I31 for image clustering. Compared with many other spectral graph partitioning methods, such as average cut and average association. the Ncut method is empirically shown to be relatively robust in image segmentation [13]. The Ncut method can be recursively applied to get more than two clusters. But this leads to the questions: 1) which subgraph should be divided? and 2) when should the process stop? In this paper, we use a simple heuristic. Each time the subgraph with the maximum number of nodes is partitioned (random selection for tie breaking). The process teminates when the hound on the number of clusters is reached or the Ncut value exceeds some threshold.
Ultimately, the system needs to present the image clusters to the user. Unlike a typical CBlR system, which displays certain numbers oftop matched target images to the user, a CBICR system should be able to provide an intuitive visualization ofthe clustered structure in addition to all the retrieved target images. For this reason, we propose a two-level display scheme. At the frst level, the system shows a collection of representative images of all the clusters (one for each cluster). At the second level, the system displays all target images within the cluster specifed by a user. We defne a representative image of a cluster to be the image that d1i.i has the maximilm sum of within cluster similarities 3. EXPERIMENTS Our experimental CBICR system uses the same feature extraction scheme and the UFM similarity measure as those in [3]. The system is implemented with a general-purpose image database (from COREL), which includes about 60,000 images. The system has a very simple CG1-based query interface. It provides a Random option that will give a user a random set of images from the image database to start with. In addition, users can either enter the ID of an image as the query or submit any image on the Internet as a query by entering the URL of the image.
Qualitative performance evaluation ofthe system over COREL database is provided as follows. We randomly pick two query i nages with different semantics. namely, b i d s and car (more queries can be tested at our demonstration web site I. For each query example, we examine the precision of the query results depending on the relevance ofthe image semantics. Here only images in the frst cluster, in which the query image resides, are considered. Since CLUE of our system is built upon the UFM similarity measure, query results of a typical CBlR system using the UFM similarity measure [3] (we call the system UFM to simplify notation) are also included for comparison (a demonstration for UFM is also available at our demonstration website). We admit that the relevance of image semantics depends on standpoint of a user. Therefore, our relevance criteria, specifed in Figure 3 , may be quite different from those used by a user of the system. Due to space limitations, only the tap 11 matches to each query are shown in Figure 3 . We also provide the number of relevant images in the frst cluster (for CLUE) or among top 31 matches (for UFM).
Compared with the UFM, CLUE provides semantically more precise results for the query examples given in Figure 3 . This is reasonable since CLUE utilizes more information about image similarities than the UFM does. CLUE groups images into clusten based on pairwise distances so that the within-cluster siinilarity is high and between-clusters similarity is low. The results seem to indicate that, to some extent, the unsupervised learning can gmup together semantically similar images.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper introduces CLUE, a novel image retrieval scheme, based on a simple assumption: semantically similar images tend to be clustered in some feature space. CLUE altempts to retrieve semantically coherent image clusters from unsupervised learning of how images of the same semantics are alike. It is a general approach in the sense that it can be combined with any real-valued symmetric image similarity measure (metric or non-metric). Thus it may be embedded in many current CBIR systems. 
